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Advanced Reports
How does the Advanced Reports extension gather
statistical data for its reports?
Currently our module uses native Magento data tables when collecting statistical information and then builds up its
own reports. However, we're planning to make the Advanced Reports extension able to cache data right in its own
tables in future releases.

Does Advanced Reports provide a “product sales by
category” reporting option?
Advanced Reports does not have required functionality. You can find all the additional report units here: Advanced
Reports Units list.

Does the Advanced Reports extension display a cost
column in its report?
The current version of the extension doesn't show product cost. It displays only price column in its report statistics.

Can the Advanced Reports extension display all customers
who purchased one specific product?
It is not possible to do in the current version of the Advanced Reports module.

I want to buy one of your report units. Do I need anything
else to make it work?
The Advanced Reports Units require the Advanced Reports extension installed on your web-site. The additional
units significantly expand the out-of-the-box functionality of the module.

Does Advanced Reports allow creating reports by a custom
attribute (e.g. designer, brand, etc.)?
No, the Advanced Reports extension is not able to show reports by custom attributes.
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Advanced Reports on Windows-powered servers
If your Magento is hosted on a Windows-based server, you can come across the following issue with the
Advanced Reports extension:
When generating a report with a number of filters applied (filtered by several SKUs, custom date range, order ID
range, etc. within the same report), you get a "404 Page Not Found" error.
This can result from the Windows server configuration: if multiple filters are set when generating a report, the
actual URL query may exceed the maximum URL segment length allowed on your server (this limit is set to 260
symbols by default). Find details on Windows-based server configuration here.
To solve this problem, you should increase the value of the registry key 'UrlSegmentMaxLength'.
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Common
What is the Support Period, how does it work?
Currently, all our products come with a limited-time product support period. The product support covers the
following:
1. access to 3 most recent versions of the product (including new versions that come out during the period);
2. right to install any of those available versions (paragraph 1) to single Magento instance at any time;
3. free technical support during the period.
Once your support period ends, the list of versions available for downloading does not get updated, technical
support isn't provided, but you can continue using the installed product without any time limitations. Once you
renew your support period, you get access to product updates and technical support again.

How long does my Support Period last?
Initially, you define the duration of your support period when purchasing a product. The basic price of an extension
includes 90 days of the product support. We also offer the extended product support periods, for 180 days (basic
price + 30%) and 360 days (basic price + 50%).You can prolong or renew your support periods any time, from the
My Products tab in your customer account area.

How do I manage my support periods?
You can manage the support periods for the products you have purchased in the My Products tab in your account
dashboard. From this tab, you can:


download the extension packages;



check the remaining support time for the purchased products;



prolong the active support periods or renew the expired ones.

How much does it cost to prolong the support period?
There is no fixed fee for extending the support period, the price stems from the basic price of an extension. When
you are purchasing the extra support for a product, you can also select the duration of the new support period.
You can prolong the active support period for another 90 days (40% of the original price of an extension), 180 days
(60% of the extension's price) and 360 days (70% of the original price).
If your support period has already expired, you can renew it, at 60% of the original extension's price for the 90 days
period, 80% for the 180 days of support and 90% for the 360 days period.
Please note, that the support period prolongation fees ARE NOT REFUNDABLE.
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Can your extensions be localized?
Yes, almost every text string in all our extensions is a translatable label, which can be turned into any language you
like via Magento native translation tool.
It is available here: System → Configuration → Developer → Translate Inline.

Where can I find some instructions?
Each extension package contains a short readme file with installation instructions, base configuration steps and
troubleshooting section.
The most complicated for configuration extensions have a user guide which is available for downloading from the
extension page as well as goes with the extension package.
Also some of extensions have a video guide which is available for viewing from the module page as well.

I can't find the extension package version equal to my
Magento version
The extension version doesn't define the Magento version which it should be used with.
The extension version is just a software version number and it is not related to any other software versions (like
Magento, Zend or anything else).
The My Downloadable Products section of your personal account page shows last three versions of every product
you purchased. If there's no any special need, you should download and install the most recent version.

I purchased a product but I can't download the package,
why?
After you place an order, you usually get redirected to PayPal where you pay for the ordered items. Right after you
add a transaction at PayPal, one of the following things may happen:


the transaction becomes completed, the order status becomes completed and the packages appear in your « My
Downloadable Products» section;



the transaction gets delayed for an additional review of the payment.

In the second case, the order status becomes Payment Review, and the packages are not available for downloading.
The Payment Review status of the order means guys from PayPal need some time to review the payment and
decide if it is safe, authorized or maybe something else. The review may take up to three days. During the time
they are reviewing, the status of the order doesn't change since there is always a chance that the transaction as well
as the order will be cancelled.
Note: our company is not related to the payment review procedure and doesn't have any influence upon it.
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If your payment has been delayed and the transaction is under review, please look through the pages in the PayPal
Help Center below. You will probably find the answer there.


Why is the order status pending?



What does the status of my sent payments mean?

If you need more information on the status of your payment, please contact PayPal support.

Do you have an affiliate program?
Yes, we develop a network of affiliated partners and you can find all the information regarding our Reseller
Program here: http://ecommerce.aheadworks.com/reseller-program/
Don't hesitate to contact us with any questions about the Program.

How can I find out when the next version of the extension
will be released?
All the information regarding new versions of our extensions and themes is available in our Blog. You can also
subscribe to our Newsletter to be the first to know about releases, promotions and other hot stuff. The newsletter
subscription is available on any page of our web-store in the Newsletter block.
Moreover, you can follow us in Facebook and Twitter.

What is a pre-order?
A pre-order is an order placed for an extension which has not been released yet and is not available for
downloading.

How to learn that the extension is on pre-order?
1. The extension that is on pre-order has the corresponding blue label on its box image.
2. It is always mentioned that the extension is on pre-order in the short description of the module.
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Why can't I download the pre-ordered extension right after
the purchase?
When a pre-order of an extension is announced, you make a standard order and then receive a confirmation. After
that, you can see this extension at the Download area in your personal account: My Account → My
Downloadable Products.
The only difference from common purchases is that you cannot download the extension before its final release.
As soon as the module becomes available on the site, you can download it.

Why is it advantageous?
Pre-order gives you a chance to get a significant discount on the extension price. You don’t risk, as we guarantee
that you’ll get the extension with all the features described on the product page. If any changes can take place, these
will be only additional options as a bonus.
Note: if you are not sure you want to purchase the extension on pre-order, do not order it.

What permissions do I have to set on the extension files?
It is necessary to set the 775 permissions to the extension folders. It means that you should point "rwxr-rwxr-x"
access rights for all the extension files (read, write and execute permissions are set for two users groups and only
execute permission for the third one).

I run several web-stores. Do I have to purchase several
copies of the extension?
One extension license is per one Magento installation. It means that if you run your multiple stores by the same
Magento installation (Magento allows that), you don't have to buy additional licenses. If you are planning to use
our products within several different Magento installations, you got to buy as many extension licenses as many
Magento installations you have.
However, there's one more thing you should consider: if you purchase our products, you may install them to your
Magento development website. We assume a website to be development if it's not public and if it has no real
orders / customers. In this case you don't need to have additional licenses. You may install extensions to your
production and to your development websites under the same license.

Is it possible to reassign the license to a third-party
person?
In general, the only way to transfer the license is to grant control of the customer account you have used to
purchase our products to a third-party, therefore providing this person with access to the download area with all the
ensuing consequences.
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How can I upgrade the extension up to the latest version?
Generally, the availability of the product versions is limited by the duration of your Product Support Period.
If you still have active support period for a given product, you can download the latest version from the Download
area in your personal account: My Account → My Products. After you have downloaded the package, you should
just install it over your current version following the installation instructions (you can find them in the readme file
provided with the extension package).
If your support period has expired for this product, you will not have an access to the most recent releases
(although, you will still be able to download the versions that had been released during your active support period).
To obtain the product versions that came out after the expiration of your support period, you will need to prolong
the support.

I need a user guide for one of my extensions. Where can I
get it?
If an extension is provided with a user guide, it can be found either in its package or it can be downloaded from the
Product page on our web site. Please note that some extensions do not have user guides yet, they are still under
construction. Nevertheless, each extension has a readme file, which covers all the main points of the extension
usage and it can be found in the extension package as well.

Are free support and the extension update still available for
me if aheadWorks team makes an extension
customization?
Sure. If the customization was made by our specialists, all the warranties remain untouched. However, some
serious customization may crash after the extension upgrade or additional modification, so please be careful when
making any changes after the customization.

Can you provide me with any samples of your products
which are up and running on some live web-stores?
We respect our customers' right to privacy and do not release any information regarding their identifiable data.
However, our web-store is a live example of our own Magento extensions installed on a live store, so you can
observe them on our web-site. Also, each product has its own demo and you can examine it on the product page in
the demos block.
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Are your products compatible with my Magento version?
You can always find out whether the extension or theme you are interested in is compatible with a certain Magento
version in the Compatibility block on the Product page at our web-store. All the compatible Magento versions
are pointed in this block; every entry stands for a concrete version, not for a couple of versions around. For
example, 1.6.2.0 means exactly 1.6.2.0, not 1.6.x up to 1.6.2.0.
It is strongly recommended to check out the product compatibility with your Magento version before the actual
purchase.

What if the version of your Magento is not on the list?
Generally, our team tests products with the latest stable versions of every version branch, the branches are 1.4.x,
1.5.x, 1.6.x and so on. When a new version comes out, we move our focus to it and quit testing our extensions with
the previous one. It means two things:


if you have Magento version that belongs to the same branch as the supported one, then most likely the product
would work properly with your Magento too. Even if it happens that you encounter a problem and your
developer is not able to fix it, you can always count on our professional technical support team



if you have the most recent version of Magento or maybe an alpha, beta or development release, or the branch
of your version is not supported, it means there is a chance for the product not to work properly with your
Magento. So you may need a qualified developer to fix the incompatibility

Quick example
I run Magento 1.6.1.0, and I consider purchasing the AJAX Cart Pro extension from aheadWorks. I can see a
compatibility block in the product page that looks as follows:

Here I can see that my version is not supported. But since 1.6.2.0 version is supported and it is in the same branch
but just greater than mine, I understand the extension has a big chance to work fine for me as well.

I need an invoice for my last order, where can I find it?
To get the invoice, perform the following steps:
1. go to the My Orders section at your account page;
2. choose the required order;
3. click the View Order button;
4. click the Invoices button;
5. print the desired invoice out.
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Do you have demo/trial versions of your products?
We have created a set of demonstration websites based on Magento CE to show you how our themes look like and
how our extensions work. You can see the list of available demos right under the main image at the product
(extension or a theme) details page.
Extension demos are of both types: frontend and backend, so you may not only see how the extension looks like
but also try to configure it and fulfill with your own content.
Unfortunately, we don't have trial versions of our products that are available for downloading before purchasing.

If I buy an extension, how would I get it?
After you make a purchase, the order will appear in the "My Orders" section of your personal account page:
https://ecommerce.aheadworks.com/sales/order/history/
Note: you must be logged in to view your orders.
As soon as the order status becomes completed, the purchased extensions appear in the «My Downloadable
Products» section: https://ecommerce.aheadworks.com/downloadable/customer/products/
Note: payment may take up to three days to be completed in PayPal.
Here you can see and download installation packages of the extensions you have purchased. Each package contains
the extension files and a short readme file with installation and other instructions.

My support period has expired, but I have discovered a bug
with your extension. How do I get it fixed?
We do provide a life-time bug-free guarantee, and thus, you can report a bug anytime.
However, please note that the bug report procedure differs from a technical support request.
After we receive a report, it is passed to our developers. Further on, our QA team will test the issue according to
your description (so please make sure to provide us with the detailed instructions, as in case the description is
insufficient, our QA specialists may fail to reproduce the situation).
We consider a reported issue to be a bug given the following is true:


the problem can be reproduced on a clean Magento installation;



your Magento version is officially supported by your version of the extension;



the problem is not the expected behavior of the extension, and it is not caused by any native Magento
limitation.

If the issue you have reported is confirmed as a bug of an extension, you will be provided with a fix for this issue.
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Do you have any documentation?
We offer the following documents to our customers: a short readme file which comes within every extension
package, user guide (available at the product details page as well as in the extension package). Some extensions
also have video guides.
What we don't provide is programming documentation. The code is open and you may study it, but no development
notes are available as well as no APIs specifications, no description of customization possibilities and other.

I've purchased the extension in your store. However, it
seems to be incompatible with Magento version I'm
currently running. Can you fix it?
Our tech support team cannot assist you on resolving problems related to incompatibility issue. All our products
have a Compatibility block on the product page where you can find all supported Magento versions. So please
make sure you've find your Magento in the list of supported versions before purchasing the extension or theme.

I have submitted a ticket, but the issue hasn't been
resolved yet
Our support department is getting a number of tickets every day, but please be sure, that none of them remains
unnoticed. However, it often happens that our customers face some technical issues and ask us for help, but it is not
possible to reproduce the problem right away. It may happen due to several reasons: the web-store is not accessible,
the access credentials are incorrect or the ticket just lacks all the necessary information. So please remember that
we start working on your issues only after all necessary data is collected and valid, so please make sure you haven't
missed anything before submitting your ticket.
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Extensions
I run Magento Community 1.6.x / 1.7.x and the extensions
show only blank pages in the backend
If you have installed our extension on Magento Community 1.6.x or 1.7.x, you may come across the following
problem: configuration page gets loaded fine, however the extension pages are blank and extension does not work.
This may happen if you use an old version of our special service extension AW_All which may not recognize
Magento Community 1.6.x (or 1.7.x) as a valid platform. To solve it, download AW_All-2.2.1 and upgrade it on
your store.
Upgrade instructions:
1. Clear the store cache under var/cache and all cookies for your store domain and disable compilation.
This step eliminates almost all potential problems. It's necessary since Magento uses cache heavily.
2. Backup your store database and web directory.
3. Download and unzip extension contents on your computer and navigate inside the extracted folder.
4. Navigate inside the AW_All-2.2.1 directory and using your FTP client upload content of this directory to your
store root.
5. After upgrade is complete, login to your backend, navigate to System → Configuration → Advanced →
Advanced and verify that the extensions by aheadWorks are enabled (they have "AW" prefix).
All the packages that are related to the most recent version of our products have the latest AW_All inside, so you
should not have this problem in the future.

Installation problem:
Class'Mage_Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx_Helper_Data' not found
When installing an extension, you may encounter an error displaying a message like this:
Class 'Mage_Nameoftheextension_Helper_Data' not found in /.../.../.../app/Mage.php
That could happen due to several things, and the most popular are:
1. You forgot to copy files and folders from the "step_2" directory to your Magento root folder during installation.
In this case, the installation cannot be assumed as completed, you should copy files and folders from both
"step_1" and "step_2" directories of the package.
2. You haven't cleared Magento cache right after the installation.

3. You haven't turned off the Magento compilation feature before the extension installation. In this case, we
suggest rolling back current installation, turning the compilation off, and making a new fresh installation of the
extension.
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Where can I find the extension license key?
Extensions from aheadWorks have no license keys. We don't use this method to check if the license conditions are
compliant.

Installation problem: Blank page
Sometimes it may happen that you navigate to one of the extension backend pages and see it blank. It can be caused
by one of the following reasons:
1. The extension output is disabled. In this case, navigate to System → Configuration → Advanced → Disable
Modules Output and check if the extension output is disabled there.
2. Magento can't find the appropriate template file to display the requested page or file permissions are not
enough for Magento to read the template. In this case, you should check file permissions set to every extension
template file which are most likely stored into /app/design/adminhtml/default/default/template/...
3. A fatal error appeared during building up the page. To find out what is the error message, you can turn on
Magento exception logging, request this page one more time and look into the exception log.

What is AW_All?
AW_All is a special service extension which is included into every other extension package. The extension
functions are:


add the "aheadWorks extensions" section on the configuration page;



add the "Info" tab to the section which displays version information and upgrade possibilities for all other
aheadWorks extension installed in the system;



provide a special log which is used by some of aheadWorks extensions to drop working steps details or error
messages.

Due to the fact that the AW_All extension files come within every extension package, it may happen that when
installing the second extension, you find some files to overwrite. Those files are actually the AW_All extension
files.
In this situation, we suggest you to install extensions in the order of their release dates. By installing the most
recent extensions at the last turn, you will always have the AW_All extension up to date.

Do your extensions work fine with custom themes?
Generally, all our extensions work correctly with most custom themes if they were installed according to the
instructions from the installation guide. However, some problems may appear because of a great number of thirdparty themes. In this case, you can always turn to our highly qualified support team and be sure that we'll resolve it
as soon as possible.
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LiveChat
I'm waiting for reply in my helpdesk ticket
If you have submitted a ticket to our helpdesk and got no response, it may happen because of several reasons:


ticket has not been actually submitted;



ticket has been replied but the notification email hasn't arrived;



load of our support service team is rather high and we would need some time to process your request.

The first thing we suggest you to do is to check your ticket using our website. You just need to sign in on our
website, and go to the Help Desk section of your personal account page.
The section is available by the following link: https://ecommerce.aheadworks.com/helpdeskultimate/customer/
If you see no ticket has been created by your message, please use a form at the bottom of the page to add new
ticket.
If the ticket exists, just open it and look if our specialist has replied to it or not.
Note: sometimes it happens that our customer service specialist replies in a ticket but notification email fails to
arrive. It may be because of many reasons and the most common are:


the email get to a spam or a trash folder under your email account;



the email is blocked by a firewall or some other filtering software or the domain is in a black list;



you are using an email protection service which requires every respondent to pass a verification before any
message arrives.

In this case, we suggest you to check your spam folder, firewall settings and other software that may block emails.
If your problem needs time to be fixed, you can use the Help Desk section of your account to post messages and
receive responses in tickets.

I have a question about Magento
Depending on the question, you would probably find the answer in one of the following websites:
Magento official website
Magento forum
Magento Wiki
Magento support service (available to Enterprise Edition subscribers only)
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Magento
How to clear the cache?
After installing or uninstalling extensions, it is recommended to clear the cache. It is more preferable to flush your
Magento store cache by deleting all the content in /var/cache/. Also you can clear it in Backend → System →
Cache Management: select all cache types, then choose the Refresh action and click the Submit button. Don’t
forget to re-login after both these procedures.

How to make a database backup?
Before any changes you make, it is recommended to backup your data. In Magento, you can use a native backup
tool in Backend → System → Tools → Backups. Here click the Create Backup button and wait for a while - the
tool is now copying the data from your web-store database to your local database. Magento backup file appears in
/var/backup/ after the procedure.

How to enable error and exception logging in Magento?
By default, Magento does not register messages about errors and exceptions; so if something bad happens, you
don't even know.
To turn on the logging, you can navigate to System → Configuration → Developer → Log Settings and set the
«Enabled» option to «Yes».
Don't forget to set full access permissions (777) to the following folder: /var/log, since that is the place where those
log files are stored.

How to re-index data?
In order to re-index the products catalog data, go to Backend → System → Index Management. Select all
elements, choose the Reindex Data action and click the Submit button. That’s all, it is not necessary to re-login to
complete the operation.

How to manage the compilation option?
The compilation is charged for compiling all files of Magento installation to create a single include path in order to
increase performance. This tool should be disabled before the extension installation to avoid potential problems.
You can temporary disable it in Backend → System → Tools → Compilation by clicking the Disable button and
the Compiler include path will be disabled. Then, after the extension installation turn this option on again.
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